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A Guide to Your
Investment Report
We designed your investment report
with three principles in mind:
• Make it personalized, straightforward and uncomplicated.
• Include both a long-term portfolio view and a short-term
activity report.
• Help you effectively monitor and manage your portfolio.

Your investment report will clearly show where your money
is invested, how your money is invested and how well your
investments are doing.
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Market Value of Your Investments by Asset Class

Your Investment Report
This section includes your personal information, the reporting
period for both quarterly and monthly investment reports,
and the accounts the statement covers (including both
registered and non-registered accounts).
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This section features a table that shows the combined investment
mix for your accounts at the end of the reporting period. The
table shows only asset classes you actually hold. Investments that
don’t fit into specific asset class categories—like balanced mutual
funds—are reported as Unclassified Investments.
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Questions

This section provides you with contact information if you have
questions about your investment report or portfolio.
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Informative Messages

Additional information may appear in this section, such as
important reminders, helpful tips or added details about a
particular section of your statement.
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Change in the Value of Your Accounts

This section summarizes the activity of your accounts for the
reporting period. Quarterly reports include two time periods: the
quarter covered by the report (“This period”) and the year to date
(“This year”). For monthly reports, “This period” is the calendar
month covered by the report.

Performance

Using the same format as in section 4, this section contains accountspecific market value changes through distinct periods

Note: This section will not appear in monthly or quarterly singleaccount reports.
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Performance of Your Investments

This section features a bar graph that compares the value of your
portfolio with the net amount you’ve invested. The top bar (A) is
the market value of your portfolio at the end of the period. The
bottom bar (B) is the net amount you have invested (all deposits
minus any withdrawals). Also displayed are past rates of return for
your portfolio over distinct periods. Returns of one year or more
are annualized. Returns for less than one year are stated as simple
returns.

Activity This Period

This section reports the transactions that took place in your account
in chronological order through the statement period. It begins with
the opening cash balance and ends with the closing cash balance.

Note: This section will not appear in monthly reports.
Pages 1 and 2 of your report present a consolidated summary of your account(s).
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Holdings in Your Account

This section details all the investments you hold in your account.
Holdings in a Compass Portfolio appear first, followed by other
holdings categorized by asset class. The quantity, current price and
market value of investments are described for each holding and are
represented as a percentage of the account.
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Information about Your Registered Account

This section appears in quarterly reports for certain types of
registered accounts. Contribution and withdrawal amounts made to
or from your RRSP/RRIF account(s) in that calendar year, as well as
beneficiary information, are included.
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Details of Your Compass Portfolio Series Holdings

This section appears in quarterly reports if you have Compass
Portfolio investments. It breaks down the specific underlying
investments that make up the portfolio into their respective asset
classes and provides the relative market value for each. It also
describes each investment as a percentage of the total portfolio
against the target allocation range set out by the portfolio manager.
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Important Information about Your Investments

Here you will find helpful information regarding your statement,
including explanations of terms used, the administration of your
investments and additional services available to you.
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Subsequent pages of your investment report present detailed information regarding your specific accounts and holdings.
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Questions?
If something in your statement is still unclear, talk to your
financial advisor or call 1-888-282-3863. We’re ready to answer
your questions.

Please note:
Your actual investment statement may differ slightly from what
appears in this guide. Some of the features illustrated here are
available on quarterly statement periods, while others may not
reflect the investment or account types you hold.
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